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Abstract: The study of natural phenomena or major environmental problems usually requires the analysis of interdisciplinary data acquired from increasingly powerful sensors to achieve sustainability. This almost always results in complex interactions of hard mathematical modeling and the adoption of holistic system views. In many cases, the initial conditions are not known, the domain is not well defined and the constitutive parameters are heterogeneous generating large uncertainties. For this reason, knowledge-based models evolved from huge amounts of data have generated enormous interest to understand and solve such phenomena that do not always find suitable mathematical laws for their representation. So, the purpose of this work is to briefly discuss the technical and challenges on data processing and engineering and give an idea on the scientific development and future direction of this domain. The question is: What are the impacts of the application of new technologies such as big data, deep learning and artificial intelligence in general and specialized activities such as petroleum engineering?
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I. INTRODUCTION

The systems modeling goal is to find and formulate laws that govern phenomena in a mathematical and precise way. However, it is recognized that such perfect descriptions are not always possible. Incomplete and imprecise knowledge, qualitative observations and great heterogeneity of many interacting agents usually cause uncertainties when modeling complex phenomena of the ever-changing nature or in the business world. It is recognized that knowledge is kept by experts or stored in data. For organizations, the most important is to understand the great dynamism of the natural systems or the competitive environment in which they are inserted to make decisions about the sustainability and the responsiveness of their decisions. Therefore, information, knowledge and data are preemptive [1].

II. SENSORS AND DATA

Talking about smart phones, tablets, notebooks, and connected objects, one need to understand that these “things” are full of sensors. A forecast shows it could exceed one trillion as early as the early 2020s according to estimates from various companies and industries attentive in these flows. The data is observed, stored and released dynamically, which requires that science be online. Thus, to be able to make accurate models and update themselves in dynamic competitive environments, it is increasingly necessary to develop methodologies to generate current and adaptive forecasts for decision making.

Digital twin, Fig.1, is a digital replica of any industrial facility that is used to monitor, analyze and improve overall performance. A Digital Twin uses data from sensors installed on physical systems to represent their near real-time status, working condition or position. This modelling technology allows us to see what is happening inside the system without having to be able to get inside the system. It forms a critical step in the information value chain without which it is often impossible to get from raw data to insight, and therefore to value.

Figure 1 - Digital Twin (www.engineering.com)
The digital twin concept is being extended far beyond this simple example to encompass large and complicated assets such as petroleum refineries, automobile assembly plants, distribution centers, wind farms, large scale construction projects, etc. In each case, sensors and other devices capture data that is fed into the simulation model to provide a detailed understanding of the current state of the asset. Machine learning algorithms running on the edge or in the cloud access information from the physical asset and the simulation model to optimize the performance of the asset by scheduling maintenance, setting control points, sending alerts to operators, providing reports to management, etc. The information generated by the simulation model can also potentially be communicated by overlaying the flow contours of the fluid flow inside the pump onto an image of the pump so operating personnel can quickly understand and diagnose problems. As the Internet of Things grows, Digital Twins will become a standard tool for Data Scientists and Engineers wishing to use all this new data to automatically understand and respond to what is going on in the real world. On the other hand, the cost reduction of electronic sensors applied in environmental monitoring allowed data to be collected and used to build real time models. These models use a continuous flow of data and there is no control over the order of arrival of each element to be processed.

The Array of Things (AoT) is an urban sensing project, a network of interactive, modular sensor boxes that will be installed around Chicago to collect real-time data on the city’s environment, infrastructure, and activity for research and public use. AoT will essentially serve as a “fitness tracker” for the city, measuring factors that impact livability in Chicago such as climate, air quality and noise.

Flow data has unlimited size, once processed, an element is usually discarded. It is not recovered unless it is stored in memory, which is usually small for the size of the data received. Queries about these flows need to be processed in real time (for a real-world event or because it is expensive to store the data).

Equipped with wireless instrument control and transmission of datafiles, a CytoBuoy (Fig. 2) can be used to conduct extended and/ or high frequency time series of phytoplankton distribution and abundance on fixed locations in-situ in the field. This includes also the monitoring and early warning for target species (www.cytobuoy.com).

These methodologies should be able to extract knowledge in huge amounts of structured and unstructured data from in situ monitoring, regulations and web, and add it to existing knowledge. In the model generation, one can rely on statistical methods, machine learning and computational methods inspired in nature for engineering application. These models have great robustness because they are noise tolerant and can be coupled to other models providing hybrid solutions.

III. SCIENTIFIC AND DATA INTENSIVE COMPUTING

It should be reappraised the use of highperformance computers and database technology which has caused significant changes in the development of design techniques and programming of algorithms for engineering problem solving. In the case of scientific computation of large systems, the different ways in which numerical methods are designed or adapted stimulated research in technical and applied aspects. New, scalable computing architectures (Big Data, Deep Learning, NoSQL databases) have boosted database technology, allowing simulation of real problems with great consistency and accuracy. Big Data refers to data that is too big
to fit on a single server, too unstructured to fit into a row-and-column database, or too continuously flowing to fit into a static data warehouse.

Both represent computing strategies, but the best and most efficient one depends on the situation. Large-scale data processing in the distributed system is very challenging in many concepts of the system performance for reliability. Typically, the MPI (Message Passing Interface) supports a more flexible communication method than MapReduce (asynchronous versus synchronous). While MPI moves the data during communication, MapReduce uses the concept of “data locality”, making the transmission between CPU and disk possible once, this task, cannot be performed in MPI because it requires that data “be processed” should fit in memory ([2],[3]).

Deep learning algorithms attempt to learn multiple levels of representation of increasing complexity/abstraction. Before 2006 training deep architectures was unsuccessful. What has changed? New methods for unsupervised pre-training have been developed, more efficient parameter estimation methods, better understanding of model regularization, etc… ([4],[5],[6],[7],[8]).

Recently to model a complex phenomenon or engineering process we can have two types of approach, or combine the two in a hybrid model:

1. **The usual Engineering Computing approach**
   - Mathematical laws governing the phenomenon
   - Differential equations
   - Simplifications: homogeneity of properties, boundary conditions, geometry, ...
   - Solution of large systems of algebraic equations, eigenvalues, ...
   - Scalability: parallel computing, decomposition, iterative algorithms, ...

2. **The Data Intensive Computing approach**
   - No mathematical law
   - Knowledge extracted from large masses of data and expert systems
   - Deep Learning
   - Statistics, Machine Learning, Database, Nature Inspired Methods, ...
   - Unstructured data, Data Stream
   - Scalability: data storage, NoSQL databases, ...

IV. **RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENT**

One application for advanced imaging with Tech Futures’ scanner is digital rocks, which is an emerging concept in characterizing reservoirs by obtaining physical properties directly from images of rocks. The technology combines CT (Computed Tomography) at different scales (mm to micron resolution) with X-ray and scanning-electron microscopy (SEM) to create images of the internal structure of the pore spaces as well as minerals and organic matter within them. Such data can be very useful in studying pore architecture and physics of the processes happening during enhanced oil recovery. It is especially important for unconventional resources like shale, carbonate, tight gas, and coal seam gas. One of the most interesting aspects at this time is characterizing bitumen-bearing carbonates, especially fracture characterization (Fig. 3). The use of CT to image and quantify materials greatly assists scientists in determining potential sites for commercial oil extraction in unconventional materials such as carbonates and oil sands ([9],[10],[11],[12]).

Big data, deep learning and artificial intelligence in the petroleum industry produce excellent solutions to perform:

- Reservoir Characterization Using Deep Learning Neural Networks
- Reservoir Uncertainty Analysis: The Trends from Probability to Algorithms and Machine Learning
- Deep-learning methods for predicting permeability from 2D/3D binary-segmented images
- Improving Reservoir Management through Big Data Technologies
- Machine Learning Leads Cost Effective Intelligent Fluid Design: Fluid Engineering Perspective
- Production Forecasting of Petroleum Reservoir applying Deep Learning
Since CT scanners became widely available, CT results for geological materials have been successfully integrated with other analytical data in various geological disciplines. It is expected that in the near future, CT will be used more and more as a routine research tool. In future studies, CT([13],[14],[15],[16],[17],[18],[19]) data will be obtained for much greater numbers of samples, allowing a statistical evaluation of a large body of CT results.

V. CONCLUSION

Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning are being used to solve some of the world's biggest problems and is finding application in autonomous driving, marketing and advertising, health and medicine, manufacturing, multimedia and entertainment, financial services, and so much more. This is made possible by incredible advances in a wide range of technologies, from computation to interconnect to storage, and innovations in software libraries, frameworks, and resource management tools. While there are many critical challenges, an open technology approach provides significant advantages([20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25]).

The use of large volumes of data will become a fundamental competition and growth for individual companies. From the point of view of competitiveness and value-capture potential, all companies need to fit large volumes of data. In most industries, competitors and new entrants will use strategies to innovate, compete and capture value, based on information of depth and in real time. Parallel processing, clustering, virtualization, large environments, high connectivity and cloud computing, as well as other of flexible resources, are enabling organizations to take advantage of the Big Data and big data analytics.

The opportunities of the future will be greater and more difficult to be solved, to the point of challenging our capacity for imagination. Quantum computers will introduce a new era in computing. Quantum systems will help us to find new ways to model financial data and isolate key global risk factors to make better investments. And they may make facets of artificial intelligence such as machine learning much more powerful. The response and decision making will be very demanding with our ability to respond. The future lies in innovation. In the convergence of Bio-Cogno-Info-Nano ([1]). In the mining of scientific trends for innovation.
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